We introduce the standard content identifier Universal Content Identifier (UCI) and a watermarking system that embeds UCI for the broadcast content distribution services. Our proposed UCI embedder is designed in consideration of integrating with the previously established broadcast system and protecting the illegal distribution of broadcast contents. Our goal is that when broadcast content is transmitted, 28 byte UCI is embedded imperceptibly in the content itself in real-time and the embedded UCI is successfully extracted not only in the typical format used in the broadcast content distribution service but also in the illegally distributed broadcast contents. Usually the illegally distributed contents are modified from the original by changing resolutions, frame rates, or adjusting colors. In this paper, we present a watermarking scheme that embeds 28 byte UCI in broadcast content in real-time while keeping the visual quality high and the embedded watermark robust enough to survive through the various modification. The experimental results show that the embedded UCI remains in the various modified versions of content and that the visual degradation by embedding is not noticeable.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic of digital broadcast contents has grown exponentially in the digital revolution age and broadcasters starts to pay attention in the online content market. bedded in the content, it remains in any format of file and even in the modified version of content. The remained content identifier is very applicable for copyright protection [11] and content management, especially in the on-line content market. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, three requirements to consider embedding a UCI in broadcast content are presented. In Section 3 the detailed UCI watermarking scheme is presented and its implementation is described in Section 4. Experiments and the results are presented in Section 5 and conclusion follows in Section 6.
II. requirements for broadcast content identifier watermarking system
The following feasibility, speed, and robustness are three important requirements to consider in designing a broadcast content watermarking system, and these three requirements are strongly related to the watermark length. According to the UCI specification, a maximum size for UCI is 512
bytes, but around 20 bytes are the typical length being used for broadcast contents. Thus, we have decided the maximum size of the watermark payload as 28 bytes in the proposed UCI embedder.
• Feasibility
The video and audio quality is very important for broadcast contents. A watermarking technology adds noise-like watermark signals to the original. Therefore, the watermarked contents cannot have the same objective quality to the original. The proposed UCI embedder is carefully designed to reduce the perceptible degradation by considering the human visual characteristics.
• Speed
The amount of audio and video data for full HDTV is large--transmitting in a rate of 30 frames per second in the resolution of  × . The presented UCI embedder is designed to embed 28 byte UCI into the full HD content in real-time which is a very important requirement for broadcast content providers.
• Robustness
The goal of embedding a UCI for the application of the broadcast content distribution services is that to obtain the UCI from the distributed broadcast content and the modi- 
III. The proposed UCI watermarking scheme
In this section, we introduce our watermarking scheme.
Since our embedding system embeds 28 byte UCI in every frame, how to generate the watermark pattern is critical.
Many watermarking systems that provide robustness against geometric attacks have been proposed, but our system provides large payload capacity and watermark recovery after the large amount of downscaling attack, as well as real-time embedding. We carefully design the watermark generating scheme in order to remain the watermark (UCI)
in the 4% downscaled (1/25 in size) content at smallest.
The steps of our embedding scheme against downscaling attack are that (a) the size of a basic 2D watermark pattern is determined according to the minimum size of the attacked video, (b) the basic 2D watermark is generated and scaled to the host content size, and (c) the scaled watermark is embedded. The steps of our extracting scheme are that (a) the type of modification of the content is estimated and (b) the watermark is estimated. for the middle quality;  ×  for the low quality [13] .
Watermark generation
The proposed watermark embedding scheme repeats em- Since the downscaling process causes a data loss, in order to make the embedded UCI robust against the downscaling attack, we scale the 2D watermark pattern up. The scaled watermark is denoted EW:
There is one problem in scaling up the basic watermark pattern. Embedding the scaled basic watermark may cause visible blocking artifact in especially the smooth region such as the sky region. We have applied a heuristic imperceptible embedding technique using human visual characteristics and modified EW to EW' in order to enhance the visual quality.
UCI watermark embedding
The overview of our UCI embedding and extracting system are illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. Since our system is designed to be easily intergraded in the established broadcasting environment, the input video is in the format of HD-SDI or SDI signal, which has Y, Cb, and Cr color space. A UCI watermark is embedded in Y (luminance) signal, which is known for more robust against the various modifications than embedding in the chroma space. Let the input frame be I and its total pixel size ben.
First, the watermark pattern denoted EW' is generated by the proposed algorithm described in the previous section: ). ,
UCI watermark extracting
The watermark extracting system extracts a UCI watermark from the watermarked video. Since our watermarking system is designed to prevent the illegal distribution of broadcast content, the embedded UCI in the original still should be extracted from the modified version of the video:
format conversion, resolution change, or content editing. Our UCI watermark extraction proceeds with two steps: estimating of the geometric distortion and detecting a watermark. First, we extract luminance data from the input video frame and then estimate the geometric distortion of the video as proposed in [14] . The original video frame is estimated by applying a denoising filter to the input video frame. The watermark is estimated by subtracting the estimated original video from the input video frame. The ratio of the modified video to the original is calculated based on the periodicity of the watermark signal in the extraction process. The geometric distortion is calculated using the estimated watermark from the first step. Second, the video is reconstructed using the found geometric modification parameters and then a watermark is estimated again from the reconstructed frame. The procedure of extracting the watermark is the same as the previous step: estimating the original content by denoising, estimating the watermark strength, estimating the watermark. UCI is decoded from the extracted watermark.
IV. Embedder/Detector
UCI embedder
Our UCI embedder is carefully designed to provide the heuristic user interface to control the system as shown in 
UCI detector
Our UCI watermark detector software is shown in Fig.   5 . To speed up the watermark extraction process, the geometric distortion ratio and watermark strength are calculated for the first frame and updated after few minutes for the distortion ratio and after few seconds for the watermark strength. For error resilience, we employ two techniques.
The watermark detection is determined by summing the estimated watermarks of the 30 consecutive frames and the Reed-Solomon error correction scheme is applied. The input of the detector is the watermarked video. The information of the video format, resolution, and sample rate are displayed. The format, resolution, and sample rate may or may not be the same to the original. The detection result is displayed in every 1 second, which is the result of the 30 frame averaging.
V. Experiments
We have integrated our UCI embedder between the video player and the MPEG-2 encoder at a national Korean television network SBS (Seoul Broadcasting System) and have transmitted the watermarked TS for a broadcasting test. The test sequence was prepared taking from the five different broadcast contents as shown in Table 1 . The test video was in  ×  resolutions and runs 1500 seconds with 45,000 frames. We have embedded 28 byte UCI in each frame. We have tested the robustness of our UCI embedder by extracting UCI in the modified version.
We have tested the robustness against the various attack of our UCI embedder including re-encoding, caption and graphic insertion, and downscaling, testing if the embedded UCI using our UCI embedder is still extracted after the various combined attacks. The results is shown in Table 2 .
The combined attack means that more than one kind of attack have applied to the already attacked content. For example, the subtitle insertion attack and the H.264 recompression attack have been applied to the Mpeg-2 compressed content, which is the first test in Table 2 . The aspect ratio change is found frequently in HD broadcast content. 1920x1080 is the 16:9 ratio contents; however, the many media devices have a 4:3 ratio displayer. Table 4 and the differences are very small.
VI. Conclusion
UCI is a standard that assigns a unique identifier to digital resource and manages the resources more efficiently.
This paper introduces the conceptual background of UCI and its advantages especially when it applied to broadcast contents distribution services, and presents a UCI embedder that is designed to embed UCI for the purpose of broadcast content distribution. Many watermarking systems have been proposed, however, the proposed watermarking system is designed to embed 28 byte UCI to make the embedded UCI robust in the modified version of broadcast content. In the proposed watermarking system, a watermark is generated based on UCI. The length of watermark payload is very important because the payload, image fidelity, and robustness are all trade-off in performance. We introduce our method that is carefully designed to generate a watermark against a downscaling attack. We design a watermark in a way that the maximum payload is 28 bytes and the watermark remains when the full HD broadcast contents in the size of  ×  has changed into in the size of small resolution video. More challengeable part in designing a watermarking system to be used in the broadcast system is that to guarantee the good image fidelity and real-time embedding. As the high definition TV is popular, the required visual quality is very high and required performance to embed a watermark is high. The results have shown that our embedding does not distort the original significantly and the UCI embedded by our watermarking system is detected from the various modified version of content. To our knowledge, the introduced system is the first system that allows 28 byte UCI embedding in real-time in HD broadcast contents while providing the good quality and strong robustness.
